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Abstract- User trust and empowerment (in terms of their
personal data control) are areas that must be addressed
thoroughly when talking about identity and business models for
distributed communication systems. Protecting the privacy of
users is a challenging problem for identity management systems,
which can only be achieved if it gives users complete control over
their identity data. However, none of the existing solutions offers
this possibility.
Based on a user-centric virtual identity defined by EU IST
project Daidalos, this paper proposes an effective infrastructure
to authorize the privacy-enabled pervasive service, which protects
the context-driven access policies for online services in order to
avoid attacks by malicious eavesdroppers. In the proposed
infrastructure, SMAL and Diameter are used to securely protect
and deliver authenticated and authorized entities and XACML is
used to authorize the user-level privacy policy. The proposed
infrastructure is partially integrated into the Daidalos
demonstration platform.
Index Terms-Privacy, policy, security, Virtual Identity
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is today's most used tool for work and leisure.
In recent years, the need for a digital identity has risen as a
strong driving force behind network architecture design,
service provisioning and content handling, billing and charging.
Digital Identity is expected to be a powerful tool for users to
access unlimited digital resources via a limited number of
trusted relationships and for providers to offer these resources
across
different layers of communication systems,
administrative domains and even legal boundaries. However,
the lack of a common view on Digital Identity across these
different layers has so far resulted in independently developed
and thus often inconsistent identity management frameworks as
well as incompatible applications. Therefore, identity is no
longer a matter of who you are but also of the use you are
making of a service or even a network connection. As a result,
the ill-prepared architectures of today need to support users at
the service level and usually tend to create situations where the
privacy of the user is in danger.
However, for pervasive computing, privacy is a server
problem. Servers may very well convey sensitive personal data,
such as patient health care, employee records, credit card
details, etc. It is critical that users have control over their
identity and profile information; from what it is to how it is

being protected and to who has access. E.g., e-Govemment
heavily relies on the reuse and exchange of personal data and
protecting the privacy of health information is an important
issue that has gained tremendous significance with the advance
of electronic health-care records. Identity management (IDM)
is thereby a crucial component, e.g., to make sure that only
authorized users have access to protected data resources.
Protecting the privacy of users in user-centric identity
management systems is a challenging problem for service
access, which can only be achieved if it gives users complete
control over their identity data. However, none of the existing
solutions offers this possibility. Key challenges towards the
development of a more consistent approach are to tackle the
conflicting requirements of privacy, identification and security
for the open and distributed pervasive services [2][3].
Authorization defines the process of verifying an object's
permission to perform a particular action or not. Two different
classes of mechanisms exist for this: (1) Authentication-based
schemes require, as a precondition, an authentication of the
object, which is utilized by checking access control lists,
whether this identified object is allowed to perform the
requested action. (2) Credential-based schemes apply
credentials, which provide trustworthy information being held
by the algorithm performing the authorization process.
Authorization depends on service specific attributes e.g.,
service class for QoS and user-specific attributes e.g., name,
age, etc. [9].
Based on the above mentioned authorization scenarios and
the XACML standard, this paper proposes a service
authorization mechanism based on user-level privacy policies,
which, at the enforcement level, defines exactly what resources
are 'personal data' and exactly who is an 'authorized person'.
The user-level privacy-policy management is implemented by
using a user-centric IDM, based on a key concept defined in the
European IST (Information Society Technology) project
Daidalos [1], in terms of a virtual identity (VID) that operates
across all network layers and/or federated intra or
inter-domains.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces two key components of a user-centric identity
management system proposed in Daidalos. The
privacy-enabled policy is described in section III. Section IV
describes the proposed infrastructure in detail. Section V

summarises this paper.
II. USER-CENTRIC IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

A. VID
A concept of virtual identities and extensive investigation
into their management and efficiency is made central to our
approach. By efficiency of virtual identities, it is meant that a
virtual identity does not disclose too much or too little
information for the purposes required (e.g. service usage), that
the virtual identity makes it difficult for the general public to
link it to other virtual identities of the same person and that it
preserves an optimum balance between its (contradictive)
primary functions: pseudonymity and protecting true identity,
whilst still enabling service provisioning, non-repudiation, and
authentication on a reasonable scale. Virtual identities are
complemented with a management cycle to support their
efficiency, which should support privacy policy negotiation,
access control, reputation and trust and context obfuscation.
A VID is a collection of references (e.g. URIs) to actual
Entity Part Profiles (EPPs - see next subsection) stored at
different places. A VID may include a variable number of
references and, as such, it fulfils the Entity Profile View (EPV)
function. Whilst defining a VID, the Identity Manager also
declares access control policies and thus consequently defines a
filtered EPV (FEPV) according to the user's request for the
service, which will use the VID. A VID is equipped with a
pseudonymous identifier for which it is not possible to resolve
the true identity of the VID holder. The pseudonymous
identifier is not a human-like name (although such a
pseudonym could be included in the VID as an EPP) but is a
machine identifier (a number) used as a primary key for records
on the VID data in A4C (Authentication, Authorization,
Accounting, Auditing and Charging) administrative domain.
The pseudonym is commonly referred to as the VID Identifier
(or VIDID). A VID serves several functions: authentication,

authorization,
accounting
(e.g.
non-repudiation),
pseudonymization, and data minimization (according to the
data minimization principle or proportionality principle). This
way, all the entities in the construction of an administrative
domain serves the same VID of one legal entity, which is liable
for this administrative domain. Further details are described in
the literature [2][3][4].
To integrate the VID into a Daidalos administrative domain,
a key component - the Identity (ID) Broker - is established. An
implementation of this component is identified in the VID
framework. Its purpose is to supply the requester with the
location ofthe EPP or to proxy/refer the request to the holder of
the EPP. It may also apply access control rules directly to the
mapping. In other words, the ID Broker controls users' services,
where each service maps to a VID. For more details see [4].
B. EPP
We are inclined to think of private identification data as
being highly distributed; there are some practical reasons and
arguments for this: the data have always been held internally by

data controllers (operators, small and large providers, state
departments and other authorities have always been collecting
and storing data on people) as well as privately by the very data
subject. Moreover, it is unclear who takes ownership of this
identification data: the usual state of affairs is that the data
subject is not generally the owner ofthe data as the data subject
(a legal or natural person) can never for example sell a
particular piece of personal data held by a data controller; even
more so, the regulations about this are not very distinct.
According to this, we first model a notion of smallest
(semantically) consistent part of personal data for a (legal)
entity called the Entity Profile Part (EPP). A particular EPP is a
subset of all the personal data specifying a certain fact about the
(legal) entity such that this fact is still entirely (semantically)
captured or described inside this subset but it is the smallest
such subset for this fact. E.g., a first name and a surname of a
person are together the smallest consistent part of data
capturing the full name of the person If we take only the first
name or the surname, it is no longer clear which person this is.
Thus, the first name plus surname is an example of an EPP. An
abstract union of all the EPPs is called an Entity Profile (EP).
An EPV should be defined and controlled by the data subject
and in this way the principle of user consent is enforced. Then,
for any EPV, the actual access to the data is potentially subject
to access control mechanisms for access to EPPs so that the
actual perception an observer gets on the EPV is filtered by the
access control on EPPs and this is then called a Filtered EPV
(FEPV). A notification principle and a principle of right to
object processing of personal data are followed by the data
subject having the power to define the access control on EPPs to define FEPVs.
All EPPs are stored in an A4C database, namely EPPHolder,
which module is located in the A4C server and is also
responsible for controlling access to the EPPs as defined by the
rules, which are defined either by the EPP owner or the service
responsible for the EPP. In most cases, this function will be
implemented by the A4C. The mechanism of access to an EPP
is described in section IV.
PRIVACY POLICY CONSIDERATION
In a context-aware pervasive communications environment,
privacy plays a central role. A common approach is to allow
users to act under multiple virtual identities. Thus, it is possible
to reveal only the amount of information to a service, which is
really necessary for a specific service provision. However, the
user can use many services, without leaving a too detailed data
trace when linking all the information that is known at those
III.

services.

The policy management concepts are generally in line with
the terms and definitions defined in [6].
Role - A role represents a functional characteristic or
capability of a service to which policies are applied.
Policy A policy is essentially a rule, which consists of a
name, a condition that is dependent on one or more events and
zero or more actions.
-

Policy Decision Point (PDP) - Is the component responsible
for deciding on actions to take given one or more events from
the event management. It must decide which policy receives
priority, when multiple policies match the input events and
inform the Policy Enforcement Point of the actions to take.
Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) - This component enforces
the actions prescribed by the policies in the PDP.
Configuration policies [5] - Are policies which can be used
to specify the configuration and installation of applications and
services.
Obligation policies [7] - Are policies that are used to ensure
requirements are met and expected conditions are not violated.
These are also called action policies [8].
Management policies [5] - Are policies which can be used to
manage the policies or the policy management system itself.
E.g., such policies could specify prioritization rules for
choosing between applicable policies.
From a policy framework viewpoint, the configuration and
policy management block implements the PEP and provides a
partial implementation of a PDP. As such, at key points in
service execution, events are generated towards the PDP via
event management. The PDP evaluates the available policies
and informs the enforcement point of the actions to take. These
enforcement actions are part of the policy description.
The policy management aspects are implemented using
XACML in the back-end core networks (in the A4C server, as
described in the next section) and include the provisioning of
policies, static conflict detection and resolution. These
functions are however provided by other components in the
service provisioning platform.
We distinguish between two strategies for protecting privacy:
restrictive privacy protection, where most of the EPPs about the
data subject are not known publically, or weaker protection
performed by approaches of anonymity and pseudonymity
while generally allowing disclosure of EPPs. The former is
clearly not possible if it is in the interest of the data subject to
make use of services: some EPPs should be disclosed for this
purpose. We have also seen in the previous paragraph that the
majority of the personal data is already publically known. The
privacy protection that we can enforce is to make it difficult for
an outsider observer to identify which (legal) entity is
performing the actions with the EPPs involved in (electronic)
transactions: this can be accomplished by careful selection of
EPPs which will be used in particular (electronic) transactions
so that as little inference about the real identity of the (legal)
entity performing the transactions is possible. To capture this
idea inside the data model we introduce another notion: if we
take a subset of EPPs from the whole EP, then we get a view on
the EP and we call this the Entity Profile View - see above
section.
VIDs will be selected according to these instructions, access
control rights and credentials will be put in place to satisfy or
empower particular statements of privacy policy and
complement the selected VID to obtain an FEPV and context
filtering will source the relevant information, using a privacy
policy, in order to achieve adequate obfuscation.

In other words, context-driven user-level privacy policy is
bound to a concrete EPP with a specific VID.
IV. PRIVACY-ENABLED AUTHORIZATION MECHANSIM

A. Architecture components
Figure 1 illustrates the components of the proposed
authentication and authorization system, in which the Key
Deployment Centre (KDC) is responsible for issuing keys and
the PANA Client (PaC), is used to bootstrap the VID and EPPs.
The Policy Manager manages various context-driven policies
including adding, modifying and deleting a policy to a specific
EPP. The Context Manager controls various contexts of an EPP
with a specific VID including adding, timely updating and
deleting. The EPP Manager manages all EPPs including
querying, adding, deleting and modifying data in a specific
VID. The ID Manager manages VIDs including creating,
deleting and retrieving from the VID wallet [4]. All of these
functionalities interact with the ID Broker. The ID Broker is a
key component in the proposed scheme. In fact, the ID Broker
controls the user's VID and services including the privacy

Figure 1 Authentication and Authorization System
policy.
In this paper, we mainly focus on context-aware service
authorization. VID authentication and authorization are
described in [2] [4]. In the proposed service authorization
scheme, XACML is used to control access and authorize
services, which are built around the logical separation of
application-specific PEP from a PDP - see next subsection. A
service is a group of filtered EPPs, e.g., a video conversation
service may include the following EPPs: user preference EPP,
context EPP, credit card EPP, video EPP and audio EPP
including their QoS levels etc. Those EPPs have different
policies, even one EPP has different policies for different users
or different callers/callees, e.g., my family could locate me to
within Im, my employer only to within 10km, and Playboy
knows that I am over 18 rather than my date of birth.
Depending on the type of authorisation, different credentials

are submitted by the terminal client. In order to verify these
authorisations, the service provider is going to contact the A4C
server to implement an XACML decision. In its request, it
provides the VID and an artifact of the client and his Service ID
(SID) or EPP identifier. In the same request, it may also ask for
a number of user credentials which are then checked by the
A4C server. After receiving the response from the A4C
authority, the Service Provider (SP) may decide to store each
received authorisation assertion associated with the revealed
VID in order to avoid re-sending an authorisation request at the
next session. Of course, this behaviour is only useful in the case
of credentials which are not subject to frequent changes (e.g.
legal age verifications).
Figure 2 demonstrates the general service authorization
process between between a mobile terminal, a user home
domain, a service provider and an XACML decision when a
user wants to use a service. Furthermore, authorization for
network access as well as for 3rd party services are just special
cases of the general service authorization. These interactions
are detailed in the following subsections.
Access-control in an open, distributed independent
environment must enable a customer's secure service
consumption across federated domains. The proposed ID-token
approach in [4] builds on SAML, which greatly facilitates the
secure access, by providing independence from specific
authentication mechanisms and the seamless usage of services
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Figure 2: General Authorization Process
without being actively confronted with an authentication
mechanism, enabling a smooth, practical and enjoyable
inter-domain consumption of services.
The process flow is described as follows: the ID-token is
included within the service request from the Mobile Terminal
(MT) to the SP, where it can be extracted. The SP sends this
token to the responsible A4C. The A4C decrypts the token,
verifies the signatures and maps the ID-token to the
corresponding authentication assertion, which has been created
during initial authentication. This assertion is used for checking
user's authentication session status. Then, a profile-specific

attribute and authorization assertion, which is related to the
VID, is created and sent to the SP. When the user is not
accessing an SP in its home domain, the same procedure
applies from the MT's point of view. However, the foreign
A4C cannot access the ID-token, and thus is unable to verify it.
It must then request the A4C from the user's home domain for
the verification of the ID-token and the generation of the
VID-specific authorization assertion.
The ID-token has information on which A4C to contact
through normal AAA routing. Federation will be based on
A4C's interconnection and trust establishment
B. General Service Authorization usingXACML
Figure 3 demonstrates the process using XACML to
authorize a service based on a privacy policy, which consists of
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Figure 3 XACML Authorization
the following steps: 1) a user attempts to access a specific
network resource (e.g. a file system, database or web service). 2)
The query is passed to the entity protecting the resource - the
PEP. The PEP is defined as a system entity that performs access
control by making decision requests and enforcing
authorization decisions. PEPs come in many forms. E.g., PEP
may be part of a remote access gateway, part of a Web server or
part of an email user agent. 3) The PEP uses the XACML
request language to create a request based on the user, the
action and the resource. 4) The PEP sends this request to a PDP.
A PDP is an entity that accepts XACML access requests and
evaluates them against one or more policies to produce an
access decision. 5) The PDP retrieves applicable policies from
a policy store. A policy store is also called a Policy
Administration Point (PAP). A PAP is the system entity that
creates a policy or policy set (a collection of policies). 6) The
PDP compares the request against policies retrieved in step 5,
and determines whether access should be granted or denied. 7)
The answer (i.e. decision) is sent back to the PEP. The Decision
is usually either 'Permit' or 'Deny'. 8) If the answer is 'Deny',
the PEP is denying the user access to the resource. 9) If the
answer is 'Permit', the user is granted access to the resource.
For authorizing a specific user to a requested value-added
service, the Policy Enforcement Point ofthe service can request
authorization decisions from the Authority. The Asserting
Authority issues the authorization decision based on the

policies and profiles it holds connected to the binding of the
VID and the Service Identifier.
If a service has to be personalized for the user, it may require
some attributes and profiles. The authority can collect the
required attributes from the profile associated with the VID and
issue them via an attribute assertion.
C. SAML-based security issues
The SAML authority in conjunction with the identity
management system plays an important role for maintaining
users' privacy. The RegID (registered user identity) is always
kept within the identity manager and the SAML authority and is
never revealed to unauthorized entities. The SAML authority
generates, after successful VID authentication at the
authentication service, an authentication assertion, which is
mapped to the relevant RegID. This guarantees that the
authentication assertion is mapped to all VIDs related to the
RegID. The artefact is sent back to the MT. The MT can request
its valid VIDs directly from the SAML authority, which are
then included in an attribute assertion. If a certain application
needs specific parameters, they can be obtained from the
SAML authority.
For service authorization, the ID-token is sent to the 3rd party
service provider (3PSP). The 3PSP can request service
authorization from the SAML authority providing the Identity
Token for requesting an assertion based on the profile of the
current VID. For verifying the authentication status, the
Identity Token is mapped to the authentication assertion related
to the RegID. Then, the SAML authority can dynamically
generate a new authentication, attribute and authorization
decision assertion based on the current valid policies and
attributes and the current VID presented within the token. Thus,
the authorization is very dynamic, representing current policies
and attributes. The RegID authentication assertion is never
revealed, because a new assertion based on the VID is

dynamically generated.
D. Authorization ofAccess to SIP Services
Similar to the case of network access, the A4C is to be
agnostic of the access protocol, in this case SIP, and needs only
to provide the AAA functionalities required by a SIP
infrastructure. As depicted in Figure , the user agents use usual
SIP
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Figure 4: SIP-DIAMETER Interactions
SIP mechanisms for authenticating themselves toward the SIP
infrastructure and for obtaining access right to certain services.
The SIP infrastructure, represented by a proxy server, would
communicate with an AAA server over DIAMETER to

authenticate and authorize the user's request as well as
uploading call detail records for accounting purposes. This
procedure requires the extension of the SIP infrastructure with
a DIAMETER client instance. The A4C would need to be
extended with a SIP application specific module that is
dedicated to interacting with the SIP infrastructure.
V. CONCLUSION
As users of networks have increased in number, the supply
of network-based services has accelerated and the necessity for
a solution considering the scale and speed of networks for
providing efficient network-based services to users has been
generated. Privacy is nowadays achieved by a user-controlled
disclosure of attributes with identity management systems.
Therefore, user information in respect to privacy and security is
becoming more and more important. Using the VID framework,
in which a user or RegID has several avatars, the proposed
infrastructure permits a user to control which information is
linked to which avatar and can thus create distinct virtual
identities to access the network and its services. Today's
network and service layers, including the operators that own
them, are unable to link two different avatars to the same user
unless the user allows it. The proposed scheme can effectively
conceal the user's context-driven privacy information in order
to prevent malicious eavesdropping.
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